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/******* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE *******/

BODY
SUBJ: DEFENSE GLOBAL WARNING REPORT 22-93/23 FEB 93. (U)

(U) THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED BY
DIA (b)(3):10 USC 424

(b)(3):10 USC 424

(U) DIA DEFENSE WEEKLY WARNING FORECAST. (U)
AS OF 1700Z 23 FEB 93

(U) PART I: WARNING FORECAST -- THIS FORECAST IS INTENDED TO
ALERT SENIOR DEFENSE OFFICIALS (b)(3):10 USC 424
(b)(3):10 USC 424 TO POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS THAT COULD
IMPACT ON WESTERN INTERESTS. COVERAGE IS FROM 23 FEBRUARY TO 2 MARCH
1993.

Non Responsive
Withheld pursuant to exemption
Non Responsive
of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act.
3. (C) RWANDA - FIGHTING IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE BETWEEN
/***** BEGINNING OF SECTION 002 *****/

PART II: DIA WATCH CONDITION STATUS:
WARNING PROBLEM WATCHCON AS OF

(b)(1);Sec. 1.4(c)
Non Responsive
Withheld pursuant to exemption
Non Responsive
of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act.